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INSIDE ISSUE NO.5

...

The fireworks party
Read about our first big party
for the communty, it was fun,

The fireworks

and entry was FREE!

The new Leadbetter

...

Academy
See what new equipment they
have on offer, and get an insight
from a pro on the golf swing

People are renovating

...

rather than buying!
We speak to Works Direct
top man Kim Howman, and how
he re-modelled villa 178

...

Our very own Ryder Cup
Get a blow by blow account
of our very own Ryder Cup

We speak to a boat

FIREWORK FIESTA...
FIZZ, BANG, FUN!
Saturday evening saw the first General Community

fireworks party can become a regular fixture in the calendar.

fireworks night, November 1st 2014.

It’s definitely not one to miss! David Williams, Owners’ Interests.

‘Come up with some interesting ideas for an event the
General Community can put on for owners. Make it inclusive
for all, family friendly and fun. If you can do that, I will fund it
out of my President's allowance so it will be free to enter.’
That was the challenge laid down by Robin Fish to the
Owners’ Interests team. Several months later the organising
group emerged from under a mountain of red tape and
logistical obstacles to put on a wonderful party evening. The
highlight was one of the most spectacular firework displays
any of us had ever seen.
Antonio Miranda’s gardeners constructed a huge bonfire
which set the backdrop to a great evening.
Held at the football stadium, it was a fun family event

An amazing display was seen by all!

that included music, hotdogs, hamburgers, wine, beer and
of course fireworks!
Over 500 people packed the stand. It was a stunning 15
minute demonstration of modern pyrotechnics that truly left
us all in awe.
What a fitting finale to a wonderful community night.
Our thanks go to the many people who showed true
community spirit and made this happen. A special mention

Have you ever
fancied yourself
as a singer?

must go to the 30 volunteers who forsook their fashion sense

Would you like to sing in a choir? We are looking for keen

for the evening. They donned hi-vis vests to help marshal the

singers to make up a La Manga Club one. If we get enough

crowds, hand out glowsticks and ensure the event passed off

interest, we hope to be singing Christmas Carols this year!

Find out what it really cost to

safely and without incident.

Previous choral experience is welcomed, but not necessary.

own a boat and keep it here!

It was lovely to see not only owners, their families and

owner who unmasks the
true costs

If this interests you, then please call Moira Houston on
friends, but also people from the local area experiencing
some La Manga Club hospitality.
With the continued support of LMC SL we hope that the

extension 7656, or Gabby Coates on 868 182 518.
Once we know we have enough people we’ll let you know
when and where we’ll have rehearsals and indeed
performances! We really look forward to hearing from you.

Not all caterpillars turn into

Beautiful butterflies!

Yacht owner gives
budding buyers
some sound advice

By Jo Fish, Environment

Beware the
Processionary
menace goes
marching on
Please check your Pine Trees for Proccessionary

So please be on the lookout for them, they look like
cotton wool in the trees. If you see anything, then
please report it to the General Community Office or to
your Community President. Many of the LMC gardeners
have developed the expertise needed to take the nests
away safely. You should never attempt this yourself. If in
doubt the General Community Office will put you in
contact with the Pest Control Contractor who will
remove the nest for a modest charge. Golfers beware! It
is wisest to walk around the Pine trees not under them!

It is well known that luxury motor boats rarely leave the
comfort of their own harbour. Unless it’s a calm, balmy

A new spirit of
co-operation

day, when they may well venture out for a few hours.

caterpillar stage, is part of the life cycle of the

The Environmental Team of the General Community has

In fact the hours of the average motor vessel represent

proccessionary moth which flies around from May to

been working hard this year, on your behalf, to improve

so little time spent at sea that their very purchase,

July laying it eggs in the foliage of Pine trees. A single

the general appearance of the Club. This has been done

viewed in retrospect, represents an enormous cost to the

moth can lay up to 300 eggs. A month later the eggs

through a new spirit of co-operation, of working

owner. Who secretly knows, although few admit, that

hatch and the caterpillars feed on the pine leaves and

together with individual communities and with La

their prized possession is underused and expensive.

build their white cotton wool like nests which can easily

Manga Club SL to get jobs done, jobs that have often

be seen hanging from the Pine trees.

been neglected for many years. Hence Las Sabinas car

Caterpillars. We are once again getting to that time of
the year when they will be on the move. Those who are
new to La Manga Club may not be aware that the many
pine trees on the Club can harbour a deadly pest. The

park was cleared of rubbish, and renovated. The

And on those days, which are preciously few in the
course of a year, many are tucked back up on their
mooring by nightfall!

If ever the expression 'it seemed like a good idea at the
time but'... was true, it certainly is here!

concrete road signs have been painted and the parking

BOAT is an acronym for ‘Bring Out Another

bollards on Calle Atamaria are now a smart yellow and

Thousand’ The annual maintenance and berthing costs

black, rather than murky grey. The rusty fence opposite

represent around 10% of the initial purchase price. And

Monte Leon has also been painted and repaired.

that’s every year! The actual cost of a modest spec, 40'
Sunseeker will set you back a cool £1m. So you’ll need

The latest example has been the clearing of the storm

deep pockets, be prepared!

water channels. These channels run throughout the Club
and are designed to take away excess water at times of
heavy rainfall. To our horror, we found that these were

It’s little wonder that the owners of sailing yachts tend to
think of motor boat owners as a very different breed to
themselves, it’s easy to see why!

From February onwards, the fully grown caterpillars are

often blocked, and some had not been cleared of debris

ready to leave their nests. They move down the tree and

for many years. This presented us with an urgent health

Although in every situation, and to every general rule,

along the ground in a characteristic long chain,

and safety matter, particularly at a time of year of heavy

one can always find an exception. My advice, only buy

searching for the next place in their life cycle. This

storms. These channels have now been cleaned up and

one if you are going to use it regularly!

behaviour gives them the name ‘Processionary

the debris removed. Hopefully we may well have

Although my boat, Songbird has been based in Puerto de

Caterpillar’. There can be up to a hundred caterpillars in

averted damage through potential flooding.

Tomas Maestre, over the years there isn’t a port in the

a chain! It’s at this stage they are most dangerous to

Mediterranean sea it hasn’t been to, and that is around

people and pets. The hairs of the caterpillar, if touched

50,000 nautical miles. So mine is used, Bon voyage!

or poked, can cause extreme irritation to the skin, and

My next adventure is to the Norwegian Fjords, so my

allergic reactions may follow. They can be particularly

20 mtr berth is available for £4k a year rental or £30k to

toxic to children and to pets. If you do touch a caterpillar

purchase outright.

you should consult your doctor. They can even cause
irritation if you stand under one of their nests, even

The main improvement that many owners will have

when high in the branches.

noticed is the repair of the road surface at the two road
junctions, one near Los Molinos, and the other opposite
El Rancho. These junctions have been an eyesore for
years and have been steadily getting worse. The repairs
were done by Inmogolf. So well done everyone, working
together is really producing results!

Tim Parker - e-mail, timothyparker@btinternet.com.

Going on holiday somewhere else?

Stephen JonesAn unsung hero!

Try the Kruger!
By Robin Fish, President General Community

Tourists to South Africa often head towards its south

1939 - 2014

of Grasmere and Pilgrim’s Rest before or after entering

coast to see the Garden Route from Plettenberg Bay to

the Park. Once in the Kruger there are an abundance of

Cape Town. They take in the magnificent wine route

Rest Camps provided by the South African National

Always smiling, always cheerful, rain or shine, Stephen

centred on the University Town of Stellenbosch, Paarl

Parks Board. This accommodation is self-catering but

Jones is the man who keeps the El Coto del Golf

and Franschoek. They marvel at the majesty of Table

restaurant facilities often franchised out to national

Communities ticking over.

Mountain, the Twelve Apostles and Chapman’s Peak as

chains are also available. On the fringes of the Park,

The Presidents and Owners of El Coto have high

they head for Cape Point. Many make the pilgrimage to

more and more privately owned camps are springing up

standards and insist that their roads, footpaths, parking

Robben Island to pay homage to Nelson Mandela.

and often with land concessions inside the Reserve.

areas, and gardens are kept in first-class order. No

Garden lovers will treasure their walks in the 530

Nkambeni, by the Numbi Gate, and Ngala, near the

easy task given the amount of work that's involved and

hectares of Kirstenbosch Gardens bequeathed to the

Orpen Gate, are examples of luxury tented camps that

also the size of the complex.

nation by Cecil John Rhodes.

demand a stay.
The permanent tents are air-conditioned, have
electricity, en-suite facilities and mosquito nets. The
catering is also excellent. All camps provide game drives
and these are a must for visitors. Specially designed
Land Rovers provide the best of viewing facilities from a
good height and the ranger/drivers are always the best

Stephen's day can take in anything from trimming
hedges, to sweeping stairwells or pruning plants.
Importantly, he provides a cheerful, 'listening ear' to
owners, many of whom view him as a friend rather
than the hired help. Needless to say, if anyone wants
an up-date on the latest news, gossip and happenings
around the Club, Stephen is the man!!!

spotters. Also they provide the visitor with a greater
understanding of the wild life through their vast
knowledge. So don’t just tour the South, next time you’re
Meanwhile 1500 kilometres to the north east of Cape
Town lies one of Africa’s largest game reserves, the

in the country, spend some time in the Kruger Park.

Seriously, it's people like Stephen who quietly go about
their business, working hard, day in day out, and who
keep our communities looking so good. We owe these
unsung heroes a big vote of thanks.

Five, Lion, Leopard, Buffalo, Elephant and Rhino have

Anupdateonthe
Owners’Clubhouse Big freeze forecast!

all lived naturally in this game reserve for over a

At the October Presidents’ Meeting it was agreed that

century. Whereas, the sighting of the other animals is

the Owners’ Clubhouse Committee should proceed with

not so rare, despite the dwindling numbers of Rhino

the formation of an Owners’ Clubhouse Association.

due to poaching, seeing Lion and Leopard in the wild

There was much discussion about the allocation of the

Kruger National Park. Stretching 360 kilometres from
North to South and 65 kilometres from West to East it
covers an area almost equal to that of Wales. The Big

brings great excitement to all visitors.
But it’s not only about the Big Five. There are only 120
Cheetah and 150 Wild Dog in the Kruger, and any
sighting is a special one. Also Giraffe, Zebra,
Wildebeest, Hippopotamus and Crocodile are car
stoppers whenever they’re seen. Sometimes on a quiet

Peter Morrow, President of El Coto Phase 111.

lease held by the General Community and granted by
Inmogolf SL. To change this allocation will require a
General Meeting (probably Extraordinary) not only of
the General Community, but also every Community to
determine how each President must vote.
So owners be prepared!

day, visitors can enjoy the sight of over 500 species of

At the same meeting Stewart Harris, the Clubhouse

birds that frequent the Park. The sight of a Southern

Chairman, informed the meeting that a full tax and IVA

Ground Hornbill is always a great delight. The Lilac

inspection of Divalcar SL had been completed for the

Breasted Roller, although plentiful is a delight to the

tax years 2012 and 2013 and that a only a small

Alexandra Devine play Queen Elsa as a tribute act from

eye. And often by the watering holes, seeing Fish

discrepancy had been discovered.

the film Frozen. She was here on holiday and agreed to

Eagles is always exciting.

As a result, a settlement has been reached with the

do a rehearsal with the children of the club for a film

How does one go about a trip to the Park? Golfers

Agencia Tributaria, completely regularising Divalcar SL’s

crew that was here for a few days.

should always try to take in a trip to Phalaborwa and

fiscal position.

The children were absolutely in awe of their heroine

visit the Hans Merensky estate, the home of one of

In the light of this, a motion was proposed that Divalcar

from the movie.. She sang with them and had pictures

South Africa’s top twenty golf courses. Accommodation

SL should be allowed to reapply for the Bar and

taken. Fairy dust was given to all the children who

is available and the Phalaborwa Gate to the Park is only

Catering Contract with the General Community from

went into the garden to make some magic! When they

a mile away. Sightseers should take in the beauties of

January 2015. If indeed the Owners Clubhouse

counted to three and threw their hands in the air.

the Lowveld such as Blyde River Canyon, God’s

Association was not in a position to be able to award

They made it snow!! She has agreed to come back

Window, MacMac Falls, Long Tom Pass and the towns

the contract itself. This proposal was accepted.

soon with her act proper.

Successful summer marred by break-ins

Say security
Ian Hunt, Security

Executive power,
the legal facts
At the Presidents’ Meeting on October 8th, John
Douglass pointed out, and it was confirmed by Angel
Morenilla that the President and Vice-Presidents of the
General Community have the executive power to manage
the General Community within the budget approved at
the Annual General Meeting.
It was also pointed out that the By-Laws warn, if the

The summer season has now come and gone.
La Manga Club was exceptionally busy over this period

Wagons Roll!

General Community President signs a contract of a
greater value than 12,000€, without the prior agreement
of the Presidents, then that person may be held

and the season always bring security issues. Security

On the 9th October, owners woke up to find road

personally liable. This matter was brought up by two

have been very professional in the way they have dealt

grinders, tarmac machines and other equipment digging

Presidents who had questioned whether the General

with some very volatile situations. After the hard work

up and repairing deformed roads around the Resort.

Community President has executive powers.

that was put in pre-summer, and with the un-paralleled

One example was at the junction of Calle de la Rambla

co-operation of our bar owners and managers, we have

and Calle del Aljibe just below the Owners Clubhouse

seen a significant drop in noise pollution and loutish

as shown in this photograph.

behaviour. To all the commercial areas, thank you for all
your hard work, we look forward to working with you in

Resort Sales and Management have had an exceptional

the future on new initiatives.

year so far, in both sales and rentals. In fact it has been

Unfortunately, we will never be rid of the mindless

one of our best ever!

vandalism that occurs on resort, however I am

Our property sales have been outstanding, having sold a

determined not to allow the few that do it, spoil it for

full range of properties ranging from a small Bellaluz

everyone else. We will not hesitate in bringing the

apartment, through to Los Molinos and El Rancho

offenders to justice.

townhouses, Los Olivos apartments, Las Higueras villas

There is no room for them or their kind on this

and a number of individual villas on both the South and

resort of ours.

The General Community has been aware of the

We did have two burglaries in September which

discussions taking place between Inmogolf and

saddens us. However, we are working tirelessly to keep

Cartagena City Council since the beginning of the year

those who threaten our way of life, off the club.

regarding the transfer of responsibility for maintaining

I can announce that one week after the incidents, we
detained an individual, unfortunately the Guardia Civil
were unable to press charges for lack of evidence.
This was not the outcome we wanted, but we are
confident that these thieves now recognise the strength
of LMC security and will think twice about returning.

This has probably
been our best year!

the infrastructure around the Resort. The works recently
undertaken are evidence that these discussions are

the North courses.
This year has not only seen lots of interest from our
existing agents throughout the UK. We have also signed
new collaboration contracts with companies from Russia,
Belgium, Holland and Norway. These relationships have
already resulted in a number of sales.

nearing completion. It is understood that responsibility
in respect of public roads, pavements, car parks,
gardens and other public spaces together with provision
of electricity and street lighting will be transferred in
the next few months. Responsibility for water and

We are now gearing up for the last part of the year, as
things are going to get even busier. We already have
more than 30 viewing trips booked over the next few
months, so if you are thinking of putting your property on
the market, wait no longer, contact us for a free valuation

At the October Presidents’ meeting, the Community

drainage networks will take longer. The General

approved the addition of three new cameras to our

Community has also begun discussions with the City

already very comprehensive coverage. Two of these are

Council about its future relationship, whether by

This year has also been unusually busy with rentals, having

heat seeking night vision cameras and the third is a high

forming an Entidad or by having a direct relationship

had the busiest summer ever. We brought over 8,000

resolution one. The existing camera systems have

concerning aspects of resort life deemed hugely

holiday-makers to the club. The majority of which said they

proved to be very effective and, being mindful that

important to owners, such as refuse collection and

were planning on returning. This is not only wonderful

security is of paramount importance to owners, we will

street cleaning. They have assured the General

news for La Manga Club, it’s great news for future sales, as

continue to balance the strengths of manpower and

Community that current arrangements relating to

many holiday makers become future owners on the resort.

technology to improve the safety of La Manga Club.

security and the health centre would continue

Karolina Verbeeck, Sales Manager

Finally, we have started preliminary talks with Eulen

unaffected by any of the above changes.

management over the renewal of the security contract.

An independent lawyer, Jose Vidal of Emder, based in

These discussions will continue and the findings of my

Murcia, has been appointed to advise the General

report will be presented at the Presidents meeting on

Community on the way forward. Jose gave his

November 19th, thereby enabling decisions to be made

preliminary report to the Presidents’ Meeting on 8th

for the future, sooner rather than later.

October. He highlighted that creating an Entidad would
be a complex and lengthy exercise, whereas a direct
relationship covering those activities already
undertaken by the General Community, would be more
straightforward. Jose is due to give a further briefing to
explore these proposals at a special Presidents’
Meeting on 19th November.

and your property could be sold by Christmas.

Maybe don’t set your

Sights so high

Problemswith
thegreensand
ouractionplan

By Adam Young, Leadbetter Academy Coach

It was great to see David Leadbetter arrive and

didn’t match the reality? Psychologically, this is a recipe

open his newest Academy here at La Manga club.

for frustration, loss of enjoyment and anger. In golf, this

As always David is very generous with his time

usually then leads to poor performance. There is one

and it’s evident to see that his passion is still in

positive however – it can actually create motivation for

helping golfers of all abilities improve their game.

you to try and improve your game. However, if you

He was hugely impressed with the new practice

regularly perform below your expectation level, it can be

facilities we have here at the academy.

very detrimental. And if your expectations are

Some of the new technology we have is what

unrealistic, then failure will often be the end result.

many tour professionals have in their arsenal.

I know this first hand, when I was a junior I had

Lets take a look.

unrealistically high expectations of what I should

As I am sure you may have noticed we’ve had a few

achieve, based on what I thought professional golfers

problems with our greens, especially on the South course

were doing. This may have lead me to where I am now

since the end of the summer.

(professional golfer and teacher), but it also caused me
TrackMan is a radar monitor that measures club
delivery, ball launch, flight and landing. The most
important element in the swing process is impact. With

much upset during my journey there. To the point that I
even gave up golf for a few years due to this frustration!
So, what should we be expected to achieve in golf?

the help of our LGA Coaches we will explain what you
need to do to improve it!
Features -

Greens and fairways in Regulation?

your bag.

a tour professional hits 90 -100% of fairways and
greens in regulation. When I tell them that you could hit

Equipment testing - TrackMan provides all the ‘vital

less than 70% of greens in 2013 and be in the top ten in

stats’ you need to make the right equipment choices.

the world, they look at me in disbelief. And, when I tell

TrackMan Combine Test – See how you do against

them that the average pro hits just 60% of fairways,

the world’s best!

they seem shocked. Tiger Woods hit only 48% of
fairways in 2011. He missed more than half!
Many amateurs think they should hit every fairway. Are
you one of them? This a belief system that will need to
change if you are to maintain emotional equilibrium
whilst playing.

The SAM PuttLab, is a unique high-tech system that
measures and analyses all movement details of putting.
In practice mode, the short game can be improved to
spectacular levels. Whether you're trying to lower your
scores or get ready for the course, SAM Putt Lab will
improve your play significantly! Working on aim and

A few people have since approached me to ask about
the situation, and rightly suggested we communicate on
this unfortunate issue.

After questioning every pupil I have on this topic, the
majority came to similar conclusions. They believe that

Yardages - Find out exactly how far you hit each club in

Cosme, our Head greenkeeper and agronomist, and his
team have been working hard to find a solution to this.

Bent grass greens often tend to suffer towards the end
of each summer. However this year, the South & North
course greens have suffered more than usual for the
following reasons 1. The greens hadn’t been hollowed since September 2013.
2. We had no rain from 16th January to 22nd September.
3. Extremely high temperatures during the summer and
very high humidity from mid July to mid September.
4. Damage by wild boars was the worst we ever had.
As a consequence, the greens got more thatch, the roots
shortened, and the grass suffered and got weaker. So as

Proximity to the pin

a result is far more prone to disease.

If a pro was in the middle of the fairway with a 7 iron in

Our greens started to get weaker, losing density and

their hand firing at a flag, how close would they get it?

getting diseases like Southern Blight and Anthracnose.

Typically, I hear answers of 5 -10 feet. People are
surprised to find out that it is actually closer to 30 feet.
That could be 30 feet left or right, so essentially a 60
foot circle (almost 20 yards). And that is average!

Our emergency recovery plan involved spraying them
with different fungicides every week, re-sodding the very
bad areas, fertilising, aerating small areas close to the
edges of greens and seeding.

Sometimes of course they will put it to 10 feet, but not
that often, I promise you!

We are also plugging small areas on an on-going basis.

tempo and getting instant feedback can greatly improve

With the implementation of this action plan, and once we

your awareness. All of these are used within our lesson

had the first rain in September following the temperature

plans to help ensure the best possible feedback and that

drop, our greens are gradually improving and reacting

learning goals are met. Please send us an email at

very positively.

leadbetteracademy@lamangaclub.com for further

To conclude the action plan, we will begin aerating the

details and to book your lesson.

greens on the South Course during the week of

Expectations

November 10th.

What would happen if what you wanted to achieve

P Y Gerbeau - Chairman La Manga Club SL



7 Super
for

 exercises


Tennis elbow




Exercise 7 - Massage is performed over the area of
soreness. Apply firm pressure using 2 fingers on the area
of pain and rub for 5 minutes.









By The Health Team

If exercise aggravates any of your symptoms, contact a
The ‘super 7’ exercises are an important part of

physician or physical therapist. These exercises can be

treatment for tennis elbow. They are designed to

used to prevent or rehabilitate injuries in people who play

strengthen the muscles in the forearm and increase







sports or in those who do repetitive forearm work.



flexibility through stretching. Shoulder strengthening
should be incorporated as part of a comprehensive

T

Tim L. Uhl, PhD PT ATC

treatment approach for tennis elbow. In most cases
these exercises will help relieve elbow pain in 4 to 6







weeks. Each stretching exercise is held for 15 seconds
and repeated 2 or 3 times, 5 times a day.



Exercise 4 - Strengthening wrist flexor muscles: Hold

Strengthening exercises should be performed 5 times a

the weight in the hand with the palm up. Pull the wrist

week and the resistance can be progressed by 1lb per

up, hold for 2 seconds and lower slowly.



old the weight in
t upward so that
and then lower

week, if you feel the muscles are not being challenged.
Holding and lowering slowly is the most important
components of the strengthening program.

Panicbutton

alarmsystem
nowavailable
This may be of interest for anyone living alone.
Although we have an excellent service for emergency

Exercise 1 - Stretching the muscles that extend the

n

wrist (extensor muscles). Straighten the arm out fully

ld the weight i
for 2 seconds and

response via our switchboard, we now have a supplier of
a ‘Panic Button’ alarm system.

and push the palm of the hand down so you feel a

This consists of a bracelet or medallion to be worn on

stretch across the top of the forearm.

your person with a red alarm button. In the case of an

les that
Exercise 5 - Strengthening the muscles that move the
wrist from side to side (deviator muscles). Hold the
weight in the hand with the thumb pointing up. Move
the wrist up and down, much like hammering a nail. All

emergency (for example a fall in the house) when it is not
possible to reach the telephone, pressing this button will
activate a call to an alarm centre in Madrid via your
telephone line.
Even without activation of the system the alarm centre

motion should occur at the wrist.

operator will occasionally ring the person to check that



from
h the
l. All

i the wrist
Exercise 2 - Stretching the muscles that flex
(flexor muscles). Straighten the arm out fullyh(palm side

everything is well and if necessary give reminders to take
side to side
(deviator muscles): Hold the
medication,
will eventhe
wish youwrist
a Happy up and d
thumb pointing etc…
up.TheyMove
Birthday! occur at the wrist.
motion should

up), and push the palm downward to stretch.

If the red alarm button is pushed in an emergency

Strengthening exercises are performed twice a day

situation, the Alarm Centre Operator will contact our

following the stretching exercises. To perform these

security guards, (who have a response time of some 3 to

exercises, the patient sits in a chair with the elbow

5 minutes). They will come to your property and knock on

T

supported on the edge of a table or on the arm of the

Exercise 6 - Strengthening the muscles that twist the

the door. If there is no answer they will use the property

chair the wrist hanging over the edge. Use a light

wrist (pronator and supinator muscles). Hold the weight

key to gain access, assess the situation and take

weight such as a hammer or soup can when performing

in the hand with the thumb pointing up. Turn the wrist

appropriate action.

the strengthening exercises. Repeat the exercises 30 to

inward as far as possible and then outward as far as

The monthly cost is Euro 28.80 including IVA. The price

50 times, twice a day, but do not push yourself beyond

possible. Hold for 2 seconds and repeat as much as pain

includes the electronic devices, maintenance and

the point of pain.

allows, up to 50 reps.

replacement when necessary and Alarm Centre services.

ist (flexor
p), and push the
re performed
perform these
the edge of a table or on
eight such as a hammer
exercises 30 to 50
in.
Exercise 3 - Strengthening wrist extensor muscles:
Hold the weight in the hand with the palm facing down.
Extend the wrist upward so that it is pulled back. Hold
this position for 2 seconds and then lower slowly.

T

in the hand
as far as
r 2 seconds

Additional information can be obtained at the General
Community office.

irm pressure using 2

A La Manga Club version

Then both Ian Hunt and John Archer won their
respective matches giving them a 100% record. Tim
Wharton who had been behind for most of his match

of the Ryder Cup

snatched victory from Juan Carlos on the 18th, followed
by Mr Reliable Roger Jones securing his second point
against Rolf Pichl.
Martin Jones scalped Svend Oestergaard 6&4 and Kevin
Brown came back from two down for a half with Paul

By Chris Lord, Montemares

Krings. Buggies, Captains, Vice Captains and spectators
were all over the place. The match could now go either
way with just a few holes left to play. Raimo Waltassari

Excitement and tension had been rising in the weeks

Harris and Tim Wharton a 4&3 thrashing.

ahead of the annual ‘Ryder Cup’ match between the

So with only one game left, England were 3-2 down.

teams of England and Europe. As in the actual Cup, team
selection is always a controversial, as was the case here
at La Manga Club.
England had flown in a couple of in-form golfers, one by
private jet the other Ryanair. Europe had the luxury of a

It was left to Patrick Field and Martin Jones to level the
points to 3 each with a victory of 2&1 over Odd Baevre
and Klaus Pankotsch despite being behind for most of
their match.

the referendum result! Still that’s why the team is called
England.
Captain’s Yorkie Glyn Greasley and Flying Dutchman Nick
Bastiaan had locked themselves away, made their team
selections and exchanged these for the first days
matches. Battle was about to begin.

Karsten Grosman to the 17th with a 2&1 victory.
This pretty much left Michael Page with it all to do. He
was one up against Bill Gemmell who himself had a cup
saving putt on the 17th. What a finish on the 18th. He
held his nerve with three controlled shots putting
himself on the green.

Result - Day 1, ENGLAND 3 points, EUROPE 3 points

Then completed the task to take victory with a show of

Day 2. FOUR BALL, NORTH COURSE

rare emotion, witnessed by the huge gallery.

An even earlier start with some reshuffling in team

Final result - ENGLAND 13.5 points, EUROPE 10.5 points

United Nations, with no fewer than eight countries
represented in their team - including Scotland despite

pulled one back for Europe, whilst David Delamore took

selections and it was Bill Gemmell who teed off with
new partner Joel de Hove against the unchanged Ian
Hunt and John Archer. This match went to the 18th
before the English team snatched a vital point adding to
the points tally from day one.
It was left to the new pairing of Ellis Jordan Tumber and

Final team meetings were held with the England team

Gary Brayshaw to take their match, again on the 18th, to

generously hosted by the Huntsman. A final talk by the

give England only their second point of the day.

Captain and an early night - it was going to be a long
three days.

Result - Day 2, ENGLAND 5 points EUROPE 7 points
Europe only need 5 points to retain the cup, tough call!
DAY 3. SINGLES, SOUTH COURSE
The Dutchman was smiling and feeling confident. The
Yorkie with the weight of the team and a match against
Juan Carlos looking quite the opposite.
The first points of the day went England's way with
Wonderboy Ellis giving Ken Olerenshaw a ‘whats for’
handing him a dog licence, an impressive 7&6.
However, England were struggling, after 9 holes, up in 5,
all square in 3, but down in 4, it was going to be a very

DAY 1. FOURSOMES, SOUTH COURSE
The weather was simply fantastic, as twenty-four

long afternoon.
The GC President, Robin Fish, had appointed himself CCO

nervous golfers assembled at the first tee.

(Chief Catering Officer) for the England Team and along

‘On the tee Ken Olerenshaw’ boomed the voice of rules

with the other two vice captains, namely John Douglass

official Mike Ashton, and the match was underway - no

and myself, were to play their part in the support of their

hiding place now!

respective charges as the England team stepped up a

Andthencame
thatdinner!

gear on the back 9. But not before going further down
Both Captains had placed further pressure on themselves

with defeats for both Gary Brayshaw and Captain Glyn.

by electing to play, paying the price by losing their
respective matches. Glyn and wonderboy Ellis Jordan
Tumber going down 5&3 to Joel de Hove and Paul Krings.
Nick and Julian Munoz Ortega (caddymaster) losing to the
pairing of Roger Jones and David Delamore on the 18th. Ian
Hunt and John Archer gave England their first points with a
3&1 victory over Ken Olerenshaw and Alan Kessack.

The Dinner, well best not say too much here, but men
behaving badly would be an apt description!
Were there any winners and losers? Not a chance, Just

Kevin Brown and Gary Brayshaw lost 2&1 to Juan Carlos

20 plus golfers and helpers doing what comes naturally

Nieto Lopez, whilst. Denmark's Svend Oestergaard and

at La Manga Club - playing competitive golf in the sun

Finn, Raimo Waltassari gave brothers-in-law Stewart

with like minded people and having fun!

To build your dream home

Try Renovating!

Jo Rodda, La
Manga Club’s
Superwoman!

By Communications
Jo is a 38 year old consultant Old Age Psychiatrist.
Her parents have been owners at the club for 30 years.
So one of our very own founder owners!
Villa 178, Calle de Estrella, the Street of the Stars, had

Indeed, they make a formidable team, both understanding

fallen not so much into disrepair, but was struggling to

each others’ challenges.

move out of the last century, a serious renovation

Alberto needs to ensure that all local planning laws are

programme was needed.

adhered to, whilst Kim needs to deliver a project that is

She trained for 2 years for the event which is called the

feasible both in terms of timing and budget.

Enduroman Arch to Arc, Solo Challenge. Where the

Jo is also a Triathalete and recently competed in what is
generally known as the hardest Triathalon in the world.

clocks starts in London and stops in Paris.
Her aim was to be the fifth and fastest woman to finish
it and in doing so, raising money for the MS Trust.
After a number of delays due to adverse weather
conditions in the English Channel, Jo left Marble Arch on

Contrary to popular belief, there is only one plot available
at La Manga Club to build a new, state of the art
individual villa. So the focus has shifted to working with
what is available. The new owners of 178 immediately
fell in love with the mature plot and its central location.
With a purchase in mind, they contacted Works Direct
who, as the name suggests, work directly with property
owners and not through managing agents who will
generally act as an intermediary between client and
contractor and of course charge a handsome fee.

The working drawings prepared by the architect, enabled

Friday September 26th at 20.48 and ran to Dover taking

the clients to see exactly how the villa would work and

19 hours 52 mins (87 miles)

flow for them as a family. This could be entertaining,
relaxing by the pool or even the management of
marauding teenagers!

After waiting in Dover for 16 hours 47 mins she then
swam to Calais (22 miles) in 15 hours 40 mins (a boat
sailed along-side but wasn’t allowed to make contact

The options for the final finishes are endless, whether

with her). Jo said she could definitely not do this part

you are looking for an interior designed contemporary

again, she suffered sea sickness and was stung on her

kitchen with Corian work surfaces or a Lutron Home

face by jelly fish for her troubles!

Works system that can control everything from mood
lighting to window shutters. From this point, quantities
are known and final figures are easy to establish.

There was then a 9 hour break before setting off for
Paris (180 miles) on a bike, this took a further 17 hours
and 14 minutes.

Budgets are a very important part of the whole renovation
process, spend too much and you may never recover your
investment, spend too little and you may well be very
disappointed, forever.

Her overall time (including all rest stops) was a
staggering 78 hours and 39 mins, beating not only the
Women's World Record by over 13 hours but also
becoming the third fastest person ever to have finished
the challenge. Jo you are amazing!
To date she has raised just over £27,500 for the MS Trust
who have supported her very dear friend Simon and his
family. Helping them cope with this debilitating illness.
On her return, Jo came straight to the Club and spent 5

Kim Howman has owned and managed Works Direct for
some 15 years, through boom times and deep recessions.

Given the recent challenges stemming from the financial

It is widely acknowledged that his knowledge of the

crisis of 2008, the property market at La Manga Club has

properties built at la Manga Club is second to none.

remained solid for the right property. Buyers are becoming

Following a series of initial meetings, he was able to arm

increasingly more sophisticated in their tastes.

the clients with accurate budget costings and this proved

Overbearing chintz and mouldy bathrooms no longer

invaluable in the negotiating process.

appeal and the customer is vastly more educated.

glorious days recovering at the Spa! More details are
available on her website, please feel free to contibute.
www.jo2paris4ms.com

The new owners of villa 178, together with Works Direct,
have created a stunning family home that will serve them
and their family well. Although they would no doubt
shudder at the thought of selling their newly renovated
villa, they may be pleased to learn that based on the
purchase and renovation costs, they have increased the
Following acceptance of the offer, the Architect was

value of their investment by around 50%.

instructed! Alberto Ibera was asked to carry out a full site

Incredibly, all this was achieved in only 4 months from

survey. Alberto is an accredited and qualified Architect of

start to finish.

The Royal College of Architecture in Murcia. They have

If you would like Kim to appraise a project, you can find

worked together for many years.

him on +34 676 650607 or kimhowman@yahoo.co.uk

Jo with mum and dad in Paris

50 reasons to be honest about

Residency law

An update of
one of our own

By communications

Many people will claim to know a little about the

If you become a resident you will need to change your

rules and regulations of Spanish residency.

drivers licence to a Spanish one, and you will come

Quite a number know some tax regulations in the

under Spanish tax laws, which may affect you when

UK and other parts of Europe, but few really

selling your property. Again for advice on this subject,

understand the law. Our advice is to see an

please consult a solicitor, this article is meant only as an

After achieving his black belt first Dan in June 2014,

expert, People here at the club may be at risk and

informative guide. And is not written by a legal team.

Christopher Canovas-Thatcher represented the Region of

not know it. Here are a few pointers, 50 to be

Murcia in the Spanish Championships in Marina D’or on

exact. You’ll find them somewhere in the copy!

the 28th September 2014.

If you spend 184 or more days in Spain in any calendar

He came third overall in the whole championship, so we

year, it’s required that you take out a Residencia. Don’t

hope you’ll join with us in congratulating him on such an

forget, a calendar year in Spain is not the same as a

amazing achievement at such a young age!

fiscal one in the UK.

It’s really that time
of the year again!

This means that you are now liable for income, capital
gains and inheritance tax on all your worldwide assets.
This also includes IVA and gift taxes, which in Spain
are always paid by the receiver.

Just when you thought the scary stuff of Halloween
All of this is irrelevant if you spend 183 days or less in

was over, and you could settle down to nice things like

the country, you only become a resident on the 184th.
If you intend to spend your life in Spain, then you
become a resident from day one. That rule is about
intention. If you are separated (from your marriage) but

Always avoid thinking you know best, this route will

Christmas lists, along comes something else!

often end in tears. There are experts, and given the

The Owners’ Golf Championships are upon us.

language barriers, it’s well worth taking their advice.

Starting on Monday November 24th, there will be five
days of competitive golf, over our three wonderful

not legally, and your spouse resides here, then you will

Also don’t think you can outwit the authorities, it only

be deemed as a resident regardless of where you live.

takes someone to report you, that could be anyone, a

If you live in Spain but only for a part of the year, then

disgruntled neighbour, a shopworker or even a cleaner,

you will need a Numero de Identificacion, or an NIE

and the process will begin. There is always a paper

number. This will identify you as an owner, but one that

trail such as credit cards slips, invoices, utility bills,

doesn’t live here permanently. To get an NIE number,

phone records and bank statements, and believe me,

it’s best to visit a solicitor here at the club. All you need

they will follow it up. Once they get a sniff, they will

However, we want the week to be about much more than

is a passport and the rest is easy!

not let go of the bone.

just playing golf. There will be the usual pre-tournament

courses to determine the best golfers in La Manga Club.
Winners will come from a range of categories and
divisions, including for the first time this year, a special
award for the best stableford scores for men and ladies
over 70 years of age.

briefing on Sunday 23rd (excuse for a few drinks).
Please beware of not being a resident of one country or

From Monday to Thursday most of our lovely restaurant

another, again someone somewhere will catch up with

sponsors have agreed to offer special deals to owners

you, and that then becomes tax evasion.

playing in the tournament. So there’s no excuse not to

Finally, consider very carefully where you want to be a

make the most of the week.

resident, tax laws do change from country to country,

We will round off the Tournament on Friday with the gala

especially if you are near to your pension. Pension laws

dinner, prize-giving and all-round fun night at the Hotel

and taxes are significantly different in the UK to many

Principe Felipe.

European countries, the country you choose to reside in

There has been no shortage of La Manga Club owners

will be the country to where your lump sums are taxed.

prepared to put themselves through this arduous test of

Oh, and yes, I know it wasn’t 50 ways, but it was a lot!

endurance, both on and off the golf course. We opened

If you are unsure as to your status, seek advice,

for applications at the beginning of September, and hit

doing that could save you a fortune in the long

the 200 maximum limit some six weeks before the event .

run! And honesty is always the best policy.

If you haven’t put your name down, it is still worth

So it’s worth remembering that if you intend to stay in

For more information contact -

contacting Caroline Douglass at ceadouglass@gmail.com

the country for more than 183 days, then you are

Angel Morenilla - angel@msb.es

as we think a few spaces may become available closer

required to apply for residencia. If you are working then

Magda Moral - magdamoral@legalmatters.es

to the date.

you don’t need it, although it’s worthwhile doing as it

Tina Sullivan - tina@tina-sullivan.com

We are all looking forward to what we hope will

will certainly make your life a little easier.

Juan Pedreno - jpedreno@pybconsulting.com

be the best Owners’ championships yet!

If you think that living on a boat will exempt you, think
again, if you are within 12 nautical miles of the country,
you will also be liable.

